Distinguishing drug-induced minor morphological changes from major cellular damage via label-free impedimetric toxicity screening.
We present a novel perfusion-based microfluidic platform for label-free drug toxicity screening which can single out non-lethal morphological changes from cellular death using electrical impedance spectroscopy. Minor cellular changes such as cell-cell contacts and major cell injury were identified via impedance phase angle analysis and follow-up of impedance magnitude at different frequencies. Having exposed HepG2/C3A cells to acetaminophen (AP), we showed that continuous drug perfusion caused a time and concentration-dependent impedance decrease. Moreover, perfusion of repeated doses revealed altered dielectric properties of the cell culture after recovery from AP exposure. This study highlights the possibility to sense cellular changes long before cellular death takes place, pointing out the remarkable sensitivity advantage of this technique over standard endpoint viability tests and its interest for toxicology.